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1  Abstract
Skill development approaches can be organised in community settings by
intermediaries (e.g. community champions) or brokers (e.g. Business in the
Community).  In all of the approaches featured in this review, brokers lead with some
secondary assistance from intermediaries.  The aim of such approaches is to build
capacity through activities that either bring together people who already know each
other and are similar in outlook or put people into contact with others who are
different in outlook.  Thirteen approaches are reviewed which hopefully give a good
flavour of how skill development is tackled at a community level.

2  Context
The Social Exclusion Unit (2000) reveal that over the last twenty years poverty has
become more concentrated in individual neighbourhoods and estates than before, and
the social exclusion of these neighbourhoods has become more marked. Compared
with the rest of the country many deprived areas have 30% higher mortality rates;
25% more people with low skills and literacy; unemployment rates six times as high;
and three times as much burglary.  The main driver of neighbourhood decay has been
attributed by the Social Exclusion Unit to unemployment and the closure of particular
industries which has devastated many communities.  Emerging industries have
required higher skill levels which have not been sourced by local people leaving many
neighbourhoods almost entirely dependent on state benefits and public money.
Poverty and unemployment exacerbate a whole range of other social problems,
including family breakdown, poor health, youth disaffection, drugs and crime.  In
2001 the Unit further commented that people who live in deprived neighbourhoods
are more likely than others to lack essential employment-related and other ‘life’ skills
and many may have been turned off learning in the past and are now harder to engage.
The Social Exclusion Unit suggest that tackling these problems requires action on
four fronts:

• reviving local economies;
• reviving communities,
• ensuring decent services; and
• leadership and joint working.

Reviving local communities, the Unit stresses, involves making adult skills a priority
in deprived neighbourhoods.  Malcolm Wicks (2001), former Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State for Lifelong Learning sums up the need for skill development:

‘We want to create a Learning Society where everyone has the opportunity to
update their skills and to learn throughout life. This means helping people develop the
skills to be successful in employment, and also means supporting learning of all kinds
- including informal learning, community based learning and learning for pleasure -

which can help people to overcome social disadvantage and to play a full role in
society.’

‘These two key objectives, the economic and the social are two sides of the same coin.
They must be dealt with in an integrated way.’
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3  Concepts and Definitions

3.1  Capacity Building
Henderson and Thomas (2000) suggest that capacity building is used to apply to
individuals and groups and can mean the way people are equipped with knowledge,
skills and techniques to fit particular tasks and jobs.  It has also been used to describe
development work that strengthens the ability of community organisations and groups
to build their structures, systems and people and skills so that they are better able to
define and achieve their objectives.

3.2  Community
Frazer (2002) points out that the term ‘community’ is used to describe people who
live in the same place or share a common identity and also used as a way to ascribe
certain values and assumptions to people.  Glen (1993) identifies three main ways in
which the term ‘community’ is used:

• Description: community as a group or network of people who share
something in common;

• Value: community as a place where solidarity, participation and
coherence are found;

• Action: community as an agent acting to maintain or change its
circumstances.

However, these three ways of using the term community are often confused.  People
who live in the same place do not always have characteristics in common or share
common values.  The discourses of ‘community’ is often over simplified and presents
a romanticised view.

3.3  Social Capital
The concept of ‘social capital’ is more appropriate and less problematic than the
concept ‘community’ and has been defined by Putnam (1993) as:

• Features of social life – networks, norms and trust – that enable
participants to act together more effectively to pursue shared
objectives.

 
 According to the LSDA (2002) social capital can be seen as critical in relation to
attracting new learners. There are five reasons for this:
 

1. The development of social capital and its relative, social enterprise are key
policy goals that also foster certain types of learning. Social cohesion, active
citizenship, and the revitalising of disadvantaged neighbourhoods, all involve
learning, however informal it may be, or however incidental to the main goal.
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2. A ‘social capital’ approach to learning takes account of the ways in which
demand for learning can be met through wider forms of social or economic
participation (e.g. participation in clubs, interest groups, faith groups, credit
unions).

3. There is evidence (e.g. from Nordic countries) that through activism in
community and civil society, including self-directed learning, individuals and
groups will develop employability and higher-level skills. This approach
advocates the development of human capital and employability through social
capital.

4. Social capital can be critical to improving state provision, not just to
increasing participation in it. As Robert Putnam (2000) pointed out, the
concept of social capital was invented in 1918 to describe the importance of
community involvement to successful schools.

5. Social capital is both individual and collective. It can therefore contribute to
developing lifelong learning and widening participation by helping to break
down unhelpful divisions between individuals and groups (including
employers).  Individuals make connections with others to support their own
self-interest. They also join groups whose activities support social goals. Both
public and private good can be served at once.

 
 
 The norms referred to include reciprocity, cooperation and tolerance which are
produced through horizontally ordered associations, in particular those involving face
to face relations.  Putnam identified two forms of social capital:
 

• Bonding social capital - ties within communities and groupings bring
together people who are similar in outlook, interests and education –
people who already know each other

• Bridging social capital – ties between communities and the external
environment are used to put people in contact with each other who are
different in outlook, interests, education and social circles – people
who previously did not know each other

Putnam (2001) comments ‘Just as a screwdriver (physical capital) or a college
education (human capital) can increase productivity (both individual and collective),
so too social contacts affect the productivity of individuals and groups’.  Mohan and
Mohan (2002) further explain that social capital is alleged to have beneficial effects
on both individuals (promoting better health, social interaction; increasing the
probability of successful job search; providing a favourable climate for
entrepreneurship) and communities (generally, stimulating economic development by
making certain resources available that otherwise would be lacking).
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For Coleman (1988) Social capital can be conceptualised as either a public or a
private good.  Public good applications of social capital focus on how generalised
norms which are bounded to a specific geographical area make particular forms of
social action possible.  In this concept, places rather than people posess social capital
although individuals can take advantage of it.  The second concept of private good
sees social capital as an asset that individuals possess as a result of their taking part in
social relationships.  This second concept is what we are interested in here where
people rather than places possess social capital.  Since this social capital is a product
of relationships with others it holds that once membership of the group ceased then
there would also be a decrease in social capital for that individual.  Membership of a
group is an essential aspect of the social capital concept.  Furthermore, Whiteley
(2000) found that social capital has an important influence on economic performance.

3.4  Brokers and Intermediaries
LSDA (2002) suggest that skill development approaches are delivered in two ways.
These are either through the use of brokers or intermediaries.  All of the approaches
detailed here take the former approach with some also adopting the latter approach.

• Brokers are organisations whose role is often driven by policy (their
own or government policy).  These organisations occupy an important
position between potential or vulnerable learners and education
providers.  Some are statutory and government sponsored while others
are independent and voluntary organisations that promote learning.
They tend to be public organisations, or on the public–private
boundary.

 
• Intermediaries may be individuals who act as mentors or leaders for

learners. Sometimes the second group is attached to the first.
Sometimes they are teachers and parents, more often not. Such
intermediaries are often people who are described as ‘charismatic’,
because they tap potential for change, appearing at the right moment to
enable individuals to grow. They may be football coaches, IT teachers,
enthusiasts, religious believers, craftspeople, poets, good neighbours or
even complete strangers whose ‘entry’ into an individual’s life makes a
lasting impact. Sometimes they are peers who themselves have made a
shift in the direction of their lives.
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4  Skill Development Approaches
Approaches can broadly be grouped into those funded by the public, private or
voluntary sectors.  However, as the examples show, several approaches utilise several
funding streams and take a joined up partnership approach.  Groundwork Trust, for
example, use public, private and voluntary sector funding and work in partnership
with government, private companies and other voluntary bodies.  Thirteen approaches
are summarised here with examples of projects and delivery mechanisms for each
given in Appendix I.

Public Sector

ACLF
Millennium Volunteers
Neighbourhood Support Fund
New Deal for Communities
Service Learning
Union Learning Fund

Private Sector
Business in the community
The Prison Service
Sector Groups

Voluntary Sector
Groundwork Trust
Peer Tutoring
Princes Trust
The Voluntary Sector

These thirteen approaches have been summarised below.  As the examples reveal, the
majority of the approaches aim to bond and bridge social capital.  This is most clearly
seen with the approach used by the Neighbourhood Support Fund where young
offenders are brought together in Tower Hamlets.  These young people are brought
together to tie the community with the external environment and meet with other
people who previously did not know each other (Bridging social capital).  Yet these
young people are all similar in outlook and interests having been offenders who are
now interested in music (Bonding social capital).
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ACLF
The ACLF was established by the Department for
Education and Employment with a wide range of aims
designed to promote community-based learning activities.
In order to achieve these aims, the Fund sought to
commission projects which were innovative, sustainable
and which built effective partnerships.  The ACLF was
unique in terms of how it was managed. NIACE and BSA
were each responsible for commissioning and managing
the projects who then provided ongoing support and
monitored the progress of the projects as their activities
took place. Mainstream providers were more likely to offer
IT equipment or course materials, whereas voluntary
groups were more likely to offer personal support.

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Intermediaries

Millennium Volunteers
Millennium Volunteers is a Government-funded initiative
for young people aged 16 to 24.  MV’s volunteer time to
help others using existing skills and gaining some of the
skills that employers value, such as working as part of a
team, learning to solve problems and developing initiative.
Those completing 200 hours voluntary activity in a
year receive an Award of Excellence, signed by the
Secretary of State for Education and Skills.  200 hours is a
considerable achievement and so is 100 hours which is
marked by an Award signed by the Minister for Learning
and Young People. 

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Neighbourhood Support Fund
The NSF funds several managing agents, who are
collectively responsible for around 650 community based
projects in 40 of the most deprived local authorities in
England. Targeted at young people between the ages of 13
and 19, their aims are to develop and enhance young
people's confidence and skills, so that they are able to
overcome barriers to both learning and work.
There are three Managing Agents who administer the fund
on the Departments behalf: The Community Development
Foundation, the National Youth Agency, and the Learning
Alliance (which consists of four major charities, NACRO,
Rathbone CI, CSV and the YMCA).

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers
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New Deal for Communities
New Deal for Communities aims to bridge the gap between
some of the poorest neighbourhoods and the rest of country
by focusing resources on small, deprived neighbourhoods
and working with other initiatives within those
neighbourhoods.  Local people, community and voluntary
organisations, public agencies, local authorities and
business are encouraged to work in partnership to deliver
significant change by turning local people's aspirations into
action.  Targeted over the next 10 years, The New Deal for
Communities programme develops a local strategy to
tackle social exclusion in order to create vibrant and
sustainable communities.

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Service Learning
Also known as CBL (community based learning), a
pedagogical tool in which the community becomes a
partner in the learning process or experiential learning.
According to Prentice and Garcia (2000) service learning is
a form of experiential education whereby occupational and
academic learning needs are matched with service to the
community. The focus is entirely on providing work
experience for the student which also benefits the
community.  This approach has many benefits such as
demonstrating the connections between theory and
practice. Service learning provides a means of
collaborating and communicating with other agencies and
stakeholders.  This collaborative process can contribute to
the larger community need of building social capital as
defined by Putnam (1993).

Bonding social capital

Brokers

Union Learning Fund
The Wales Union Learning fund is a National Assembly
fund designed to promote and embed activity by Trades
Unions that supports the Government's goal of creating a
Lifelong Learning Society. The fund is intended to support
effective and sustainable activity by Trades Unions and
their partners promoting Lifelong Learning in it's widest
sense, to build a strategy for competitiveness,
employability and inclusion. Trades Unions, in partnership
with at least one other organisation can obtain WULF
funding by making a bid to finance projects that will
provide a long-term initiative to enhance their members'
skills profile.

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers
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Business in the community
Business in the Community is a unique movement of 700
member companies committed to continually improving
their positive impact on society.  They are an independent
charity who aim “to create a public benefit by working
with companies to improve the positive impact of business
in society”.  As a business led organisation involving 189
member companies in leadership teams that develop
responsible business practice they are the largest UK
national organisation of its kind with the ability to translate
company policy into local action.  Together member
companies employ over 15.7 million people in over 200
countries worldwide. In the UK their members employ
over 1 in 5 of the private sector workforce.

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers

The Prison Service
The Prison Service aims to secure real and lasting
improvement in prisoners’ learning and skills both in
prison and in the crucial period after their release. This will
be achieved through a new strategic partnership between
the DfEE and the Prison Service, working with all the key
agencies including the Youth Justice Board to promote
coherence in education and training policies developed for
adult prisoners and those aged under 18.  The aim of the
partnership will be to ensure that prisoners, wherever they
are, and irrespective of their personal status, have access to
education and training in prison and on release, to gain the
skills, qualifications and personal attributes needed to hold
down a job and to resettle in the community and so help
break the persistent cycle of re-offending.

Bonding social capital

Brokers

Sector Groups
The agricultural sector provides a good example of how
both businesses and individuals are able to come together
to develop skill needs within their community.  Lantra is
licensed by the UK government to drive forward the new
skills, training and business development agenda for the
sector.  The Lantra Professional Register offers invaluable
access to a pool of training and business support
practitioners.  For individuals, the National Federation of
Young Farmers’ Clubs (NFYFC) is the head of a
nationwide body of more than 700 Young Farmers’ Clubs
located throughout England and Wales.  These groups are
dedicated to supporting young people in agriculture and the
countryside through skill development and social activities.
Their memberships comprise 20,000 young people aged
between 10 and 26 years. As such, the NFYFC is the
largest rural youth organisation of its kind.

Bonding social capital

Brokers

Intermediaries
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Groundwork Trust
Groundwork is a federation of Trusts in England, Wales
and Northern Ireland, each working with their partners in
poor areas to improve the quality of the local environment,
the lives of local people and the success of local
businesses.  Each Groundwork Trust is a partnership
between the public, private and voluntary sectors with its
own board of trustees. The Trusts work closely with the
Government and national assemblies, local authorities,
regional development agencies and businesses and also
receive support from the European Union, the National
Lottery, the landfill tax credit scheme, private sponsors and
charitable foundations.  Groundwork's purpose is "to build
sustainable communities through joint environmental
action". And specifically to create opportunities for people
to learn new skills and take local action. The Trusts help
people who are unemployed develop their skills and
experience by working on regeneration projects in their
own neighbourhoods, including environmental training
through the Government's New Deal programme. 

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Peer Tutoring
Peer Tutoring (or peer education) is the idea that people
educate themselves and other people about a particular
issue eg young people educating other young people on
issues of sex education, drugs and leaving home.  The
training process often gives participants a sense of
achievement and increased confidence along with a
number of specific skills such as presentation skills,
teamwork and planning.  Peer tutoring has been widely
taken up by both private companies and businesses and
voluntary sector organisations.  It is most popular with the
voluntary sector as it is based upon the principle that peer
educators are volunteers based within the community.

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Intermediaries

Princes Trust
The Trust was founded in 1976 by The Prince of Wales to
help young people (aged 16 to 25) fulfil their potential.
The Trust has become the UK's leading youth charity,
offering a range of opportunities including training,
personal development, business start up support, mentoring
and advice.

Bridging social capital

Brokers
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The Voluntary Sector
Voluntary sector organisations often work in partnership
with other voluntary organisations, government bodies and
businesses.  Their range of activities is broad and includes
delivery of government-funded programmes such as the
New Deal for the Voluntary Sector and Rural Connect
along with more locally based activities and solutions.

Bonding social capital

Bridging social capital

Brokers

Intermediaries

5  Diversity
As Taylor (2000) stresses ‘the `community development curriculum has to start from
the essential understanding that oppression on the basis of class, race, gender,
disability, age and sexual orientation is central to our present society’.  For instance, it
has been suggested by Pahl (1970) that middle class people are more inclined to
volunteer or belong to formal organisations than working class people or people
living in disadvantaged communities.  Pahl goes on to suggest that working class
communities are more suspicious of formalisation and tend to avoid formality.  More
recently The Home Office Citizenship Survey (2002) reveals that Asian and Chinese
people are slightly less likely to participate in volunteering or social activities.  Whilst
participation by Black community members is high overall, when split by gender it is
revealed that black women are more likely to participate in activities than black men.
Not surprisingly, younger age groups (16-24) are more inclined to participate in social
activities than older people.  The survey also noted that people were most likely to
have been involved in activity related to sports/exercise (33%), hobbies (24%),
religion (18%), children’s education (16%), adult education (12%) or community
groups (11%).  The survey concludes that people participate in their communities in a
substantial way and that this participation varies by age, sex, ethnic group and the
relative deprivation of the area.

However, as McGivney (2000) highlights, the groups most excluded in education and
training are those who are most disadvantaged socially and economically.  These
include the long term unemployed, low waged, people with poor literacy skills, those
with no qualifications, some ethnic groups, lone parents, full time carers, older
people, ex-offenders, people with disabilities, people with learning difficulties, people
on low incomes, people in rural areas, the homeless and asylum seekers or immigrants
who often have a first learning need to learn English.  McGivney suggests that a lack
of awareness, confidence or material and financial resources may also stop people
taking up opportunities to learn while others may perceive learning as not relevant to
them.  Barriers to learning or participation in community activities may be adversely
affected by a lack of material resource (unemployment or lone parenting), ideological
factors (racism, disability, hegemonic masculinity) or psychological factors (lack of
motivation, fear of failure).   These factors are more relevant to some people and
communities than others.
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Cornwall (2001) sums this up by suggests that there are two types of community:

• Prosperous communities which are characterised by a high proportion of
residents who are well educated, well qualified, skilled, economically active,
well paid, healthy and on the whole, reasonably law-abiding, self-reliant
citizens.

• Deprived communities which are populated by a high proportion of residents
who are more likely to lack basic skills, did not do well during their time in
compulsory education, have few if any qualifications, low or obsolete skills,
suffer long spells of economic inactivity, live in poverty and ill health, endure
a quality of life plagued by vandalism, crime and/or the fear of crime and
suffer the indignity of stigmatisation characterised by “post-code prejudice” .

While it is recognised that not all communities will fall into either the prosperous or
deprived community models, it is important to highlight the fact that it is more likely
that our efforts for skill development will be within communities who are regarded as
deprived.  Similarly, we need to recognise that not all of the individuals who are
resident within a deprived community will have all or any of the characteristics
Cornwall highlights.  The social benefits that skill development approaches can have
on a community are widespread.  They include an increase in prosperity, a healthier
and better quality of life, an improved environment and a more productive and
successful economy.

6  Summary
The array of approaches presented here may seem to be a confusing and disorganised
way to tackle skill issues at the community level.  However, in order to properly
address issues of diversity, a range of approaches and methods is required.   And as
Mohan and Mohan (2002) point out, social capital is about individuals as well as
communities.  Individuals have different learning styles, skill levels, backgrounds and
circumstances.  Most notably the Voluntary Sector (as the most diverse group of
organisations) provide the most flexible approach to skill development, utilising both
intermediaries and brokers and utilising both bridging and bonding social capital
approaches.  This flexibility of approach is perhaps why voluntary sector projects are
most welcomed within the community and are often the most successful.
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7  Key Issues
A number of key points arise from this review of existing approaches to skill
development within communities.

• Both bonding and bridging social capital forms are utilised highlighting the
key point that skill development can and does successfully take place between
people who already know each other and people who only come together to
achieve a particular aim.

 
• all of the approaches are delivered through brokers.  This is a reflection of the

fact that the process of obtaining funding often involves complex bureaucratic
procedures which small organisations and intermediaries find it difficult to
understand.  In addition, many may be unaware of the existence of these
various funding streams.  Brokers already have most delivery mechanisms in
place (e.g. bank accounts) while intermediaries do not.  Examples of purely
intermediary based solutions to skill development may exist.  However, due to
the nature of their enterprise, these groups are often not able to widely
publicise their activities and are therefore often not known outside their own
community.

 
• where intermediaries are used in combination with brokers, local community

based people and organisations are highly effective in engaging new learners
and empowering the community and its participants.

 
• all of the community based activities are voluntary and embedded within local

learners circumstances.
 

• Multiple and varied approaches provide equality of access and a range of
developmental projects which cater for diverse needs

 
• Many of the approaches offer free or subsidised skill development to those

who meet defined eligibility criteria while those that are not free offer reduced
rates for members.  Both free and subsidised rates are successful since the
decision to charge or not depends more on the client group involved rather
than financial considerations alone.

 
• Many of the approaches first determine what skill development is required and

then seek accreditation for those activities involved.  These approaches appear
to be more successful in terms of learner engagement than those approaches
that try to fit existing courses to a particular learning path.

 
• Many of the approaches utilise the same funding streams highlighting the fact

that funding is limited.
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8  Further Research
It is recommended that the most beneficial areas for further research would be to:

• Investigate issues of signposting and follow on learning.  How are pathways
between different types and levels of learning forged and where do people go
when they have successfully undertaken some skill development?

 
• Explore the needs of the most disadvantaged focusing on disabled and ethnic

minority groups.  Are the needs of these groups completely and adequately
met by these approaches?

 
• Undertake a comprehensive review of community profiling and atlas of

deprivation work once these have been completed in 2004.
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Appendix I: Examples of Community Skill Development Approaches

Adult and Community Learning Fund (ACLF)

Participants in the projects were offered a range of support with over 80% of projects
providing course materials free of charge, over 50% supplying travel costs, just under
50% provided IT equipment and around 45% provided childcare. The case studies in
the evaluation provided evidence of progression of individual learners, whether to
further learning or to other positive outcomes, such as a new involvement as active
citizens.

Sixty-six per cent of ACLF projects focused on activities concerned with basic skills
needs.  Fifty per cent of the projects surveyed focused on building bridges to learning.
Around 33 per cent worked on computing skills and/or work-related skills and/or
community work.

Fairplay, Birmingham
Run by the national charity Fairbridge, the Fairplay project aimed to re-engage young
people in learning at the same time as developing their basic skills. All Fairbridge
branches are based in disadvantaged urban areas and all Fairbridge clients are referred
from a range of local agencies, such as drug rehabilitation units, education welfare
and schools, probation and youth offending teams. The first experience for
participants is a five-day access course, which includes a wilderness expedition aimed
to build confidence and trust and encourage team working. After that, individuals take
responsibility for developing their own programme of learning, selecting from a wide
range of options and projects.  The ACLF funding allowed Fairbridge to also
introduce a learning activity based around participation in a football team. Individuals
were encouraged to get involved in Fairplay as one of their initial learning activities
within the overall Fairbridge experience. Described as a 'roll-on, roll-off' activity, it
was anticipated that most participants would stay for a few weeks/months before
moving on to more intensive learning experiences (eg Learn to Earn business projects
or courses in IT skills). Learners were responsible for managing the team and
arranging fixtures with other local youth teams. Football kit and training facilities
were funded by the ACLF and a member of staff was provided to oversee the project.

Bridge-Over Mardyke, Rainham, Essex
The Bridge-Over Mardyke project is managed by the Learning Freeway, the Borough
of Havering's adult education college. This project is centred in Mardyke, a deprived
estate in Essex with high levels of unemployment. The deprivation is exacerbated by
the lack of convenient public transport, which isolates the estate and the community
living there. In 1999 it was estimated that about 80% of the people living on the
Mardyke estate were in need of basic skills education. Much of the housing is
council-owned, and there are high numbers of lone parents and other marginalised
groups, eg, ex-offenders and refugees.
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Using a variety of funds (ACLF, SRB, Standards Funds and the Further Education
Funding Council), a Learning Flat was opened on the estate in April 2000. A second
flat above, with an IT suite, was opened later. These provided a place in the heart of
the community, where people could access learning opportunities without having to
leave the estate. All courses are free and childcare is also provided, an important part
of the project and a major reason for its success. The courses are all accredited, and
include English, maths, IT, floristry, massage and aromatherapy, diet and nutrition,
and citizenship. The project also runs family learning projects in literacy, numeracy
and computing, to help parents and their children learn together. An Ambassador
Programme has also been started, where learners go out into the community to
promote the project and encourage others to join. Like the tutors, the ambassadors
understand the viewpoints and needs of people living on the estate.
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Millennium Volunteers

There are over 200 MV projects across all regions of England. The majority are with
the voluntary sector but around a fifth are run by public sector organisations (colleges,
universities, local authorities and hospital trusts). Development agents work with and
develop smaller, community-based groups eg. Community Action Network, CSV and
Community Matters.  Those projects that benefit the community such as sports
coaching, environmental issues, youth leadership, music and dance are popular.

Becky
Becky is ambitious, determined and football crazy. She has never wanted anything
than to become a football coach but she was faced with many obstacles and few
opportunities to develop her passion.  She was about to give up when she found out
about Millennium Volunteers. Overnight MV provided Becky with an opportunity to
coach football with 7-15 year olds at AFC Bournemouth.  In early 2000, she won a
place as a football coach in America where she worked with hundreds of young
people for three months alongside a member of the USA National Soccer Team. She
feels that she wouldn't have been able to take up this opportunity if her self-
confidence had not improved as a result of MV.  On her return from the USA she was
offered the post of Youth Developmental Coach at AFC Bournemouth where she will
be able to provide other young women with the opportunities that Becky herself
struggled to find.  In March 2000, Becky received an Active Community Award
signed by the Prime Minister in recognition of her outstanding contribution to the
community. She has also completed 200 hours of volunteering as a Millennium
Volunteer receiving an Award of Excellence from the then Secretary of State, David
Blunkett.  Becky was selected as the subject of one of the advertisements for the MV
national advertising campaign.

Dan
Dan is 23 and became an MV in March 2000 as he was coming to the end of his
degree course. He knew he wanted to work in conservation but had no practical
experience and was worried he would not get the right job without it.  Dan began his
volunteering by helping to build a waterfall in a century theatre garden. This involved
an area which is used for work with disabled people. Dan was responsible for planting
herbs and flowers that would heighten the senses of people who are unable to enjoy
sight or sound. As his skills and abilities increased, he began to take on more
activities such as doing practical workshops which involved digging out ponds, laying
hedges and dry stone walling.  The management teams at the project were so
delighted with his enthusiasm that he now works part-time in the office. He has
already completed 100 hours of volunteering and is well on his way to achieving 200
hours so that he can receive his Award of Excellence.  Dan now has his heart set on a
career in conservation and feels that the responsibility and trust he received from the
project managers have made him realise what he is capable of.
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Neighbourhood Support Fund

The NSF supports local projects that give young people the confidence to get into
mainstream education or employment. The fund supports such activities as training in
literacy and numeracy skills, motivating activities in areas such as the arts, sports and
multi-media, outdoor and residential opportunities, health and self-image building
projects, help with CVs, job searching and interviews, and hostel and foyer-type
projects

Tower Hamlets
Two Tower Hamlets boys who had spent time in prison and were regarded by local
police as ringleaders were among young people selected to launch the National
Foundation for Youth Music's "Plug into Music" fund at the Ministry of Sound. The
young men left prison and were referred to the CDF/CEDC NSF music project by two
outreach workers. They formed their own rap band and following their success have
opted to remain with the project as trainee junior youth workers. The Detached
Informal Community Education (DICE) project has NSF funding and is linked to the
Alpha Grove Community Centre in Tower Hamlets. It works with young offenders
and those at risk of offending and is developing a community safety strategy for the
Isle of Dogs, in collaboration with the police and YOT.

Hartlepool
Five NACRO-managed NSF projects in Hartlepool are learning about the power of
working together - and there are benefits for the young people too. Youth culture in
Hartlepool can be territorial but many of the participants have struck up new
friendships with peers from other parts of the town.  The projects stage joint events
ranging from five-a-side football competitions to talent shows, residentials and an "it's
a Knockout" game. Regular monthly meetings at Hartlepool Voluntary Development
Agency help to cement the relationships.  There's to be a lively programme of
activities for the school summer holidays, including a three day murder mystery
event, residentials, a visit to Middlesbrough FC for football coaching and a tour of the
Riverside Stadium. Through the NSF, workers are now building relationships with
other projects from the north east. It all helps to overcome the feelings of isolation
that individual projects can encounter - and provides an opportunity to share
experiences.

Northbourne Street
Most CDF/CEDC NSF groups are firmly based in the heart of their communities. One
such is Northbourne Street Forum. It is run by the young people themselves, who
meet to discuss the issues that arise from living on their estate. They have been able to
meet local councillors and officials and make their views known about proposed
demolitions in their streets. They also have fun, with a DJ session, trampoline courses
and first aid training. The project has been very successful in attracting young people,
particularly women, which was the original aim. There are 40 young people on the
project (twice their target). Relationships on the estate are very close - at a residential
one young woman realised she was related in some way to the other young people
there. This closeness and lack of outside contacts increases the importance of the
project for these young people.
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New Deal for Communities

While problems vary from area to area, there are four main themes that New Deal for
Communities will address: tackling worklessness, improving health, tackling crime,
and raising educational achievement.

West Central Hartlepool NDC
Childcare Training
The project will provide NDC women residents with initial basic training in childcare
that will lead to a further accredited training in childcare at NVQ level 3 that could
lead to employment. It is expected that residents will achieve a qualification at a basic
level and that this training can include basic first aid and food hygiene, which would
be required if the person was working in an official childcare setting. The project will
provide free childcare training with free crèche/childcare. This will especially benefit
those parents who could not afford to pay for childcare, which could hinder their
return to study and affect their future chances of employability.

Ethnic Minorities Project
It will provide a dedicated staff resource to encourage capacity building and
empowerment within the ethnic minority community of the NDC area. The project
enables key workers to be employed to work on a range of developmental activities in
response to the demand expressed by the ethnic minority community. It provides the
revenue funding for staff salaries, training and running costs (the capital costs for
establishing the resource centre were supported by the National Lotteries Charities
Board and several other charitable trusts). Two of the part-time posts are for
Development Workers who work intensively with the ethnic minority community to
establish a programme of activities and range of services geared to meet local needs.
The project is co-ordinated and managed by the Workers Educational Association.

West Ham & Paislow NDC
Football Coaching Skills Course
NDC residents have the chance to take part in a football skills course run by West
Ham United football coaches. The course will be taking place at three different
venues - Chadd Green Cage, Lister Gardens Park and Woodlands Youth Centre. The
different locations will have seperate registration times (see below). This Course is
run by West Ham United football coaches.

Kai-Zen theatre company
Kai-Zen Theatre Company teach a range of arts skills such as theatre/drama skills,
dance, lyrical/perfomance skills, poetry, costume designing and many more for free.

IT Training
At Portway school, venue for the piot year of the programme, participants and local
residents celebrated one year of IT, parenting and English classes. They received
certificates and thank you gifts from the NDC team.  Portway School has offered
Computing for Beginners, Learn to Learn with Your Children, Parenting and English
courses since September 2001 as part of the NDC's 'Community Wide Web'
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programme. Over 150 residents have taken part in the courses and many have gone on
to employment or up-skilling for new jobs.
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Service Learning

Service Learning is an approach that has been developed in the USA whereby
colleges and universities incorporate a particular kind of learning into their
curriculum.

Academic Medicine Service Learning and the Health of the Poor in Washington, D.C.
SCHAMESS et al (2000) explain how in Washington, D.C., several academic medical
centers initiated service-learning programs that placed health professions students in
community clinics serving the uninsured. The service-learning model was proposed as
a means of exposing undergraduate and graduate students to ethnically and socially
diverse populations while engaging them in constructive community-based activities.
Supported by small start-up grants, many medical schools have created trial service-
learning programs that place students in community sites.  Service-learning programs
can potentially serve as a leading edge. They bring students and faculty out of the
confines of the university and place them, physically, in community settings.

Service-learning in the medical curriculum at the University of Kentucky College of
Medicine
ELAM et al (2002) introduced a service learning model in Kentucky in the firm belief
that many students enter medical school with the expressed desire to make a
difference in the lives of others.   While medical schools do a credible job of
imparting to students the biomedical knowledge and clinical skills necessary to be
competent physicians, additional attention should be given to fostering students’
public health awareness through community outreach activities.  In consideration of
the healthcare needs of the public and the related need to provide physicians with
skills to participate in and lead community outreach activities, it is important to build
medical students’ skills in collaboration, communication and teamwork.  Rather than
having individual students work separately in individual agencies, small groups of
students worked jointly with a single agency. Clear course goals, objectives and
activities for students were set along with timescales, grading and course credit rules.
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Union Learning Fund

The Wales TUC Learning Services promote and develop opportunities for learning in
the workplace for all members.  The focus is on enabling members to access the skills
and knowledge that can support job security and opportunity and increasing members
access to basic and key skills provision.

The successful Union Learning Fund bids include:
Knitwear, footwear and clothing workers in Yeovil will have an on-site
learning centre linked to the local college.
A project in the Ouse Valley will give graphics and paper workers access to
training through a local network of learner representatives.
In East Anglia, learning representatives will be recruited to promote basic
skills and IT courses in a scheme also involving family members.
The further development of an actor’s centre in the North East to improve
employment and learning opportunities.

PCS - Women into Management
The project was a partnership between PCS Wales, Learning through Life, Cardiff
University and five civil and public sector employers from South East Wales.  The
impetus for the development of the project was the position of women within the
welsh labour market and in the civil and public services in Wales.  Statistics collated
by the cabinet office indicated that whilst women outnumber men two to one in
administrative and clerical grades men outnumber women three to one at higher
executive grade and seven to one in senior management positions.  The project
proposal was to develop a training course for women in clerical and administrative
grades aimed at equipping them with skills knowledge and confidence to progress
their career development and providing a route to re-entering formal academic study
at Higher Education level.

UNISON, UK
After some pilot work, UNISON reached a national agreement with the Workers’
Educational Association (WEA) in 1996 to deliver Return to Learn (R2L) courses
nationally to UNISON members. The R2L courses were targeted at those likely to
have been previously disadvantaged in the education system, including women, black
workers, part-time workers, low-paid and manual workers. The number of students
continued to expand and it became apparent that the courses could expand further if
partnership arrangements with employers were entered into.

The partnership with employers has meant that courses have been opened
up to all staff and not just UNISON members; a side-effect of this has been
to increase staff awareness of the role of UNISON. The courses have helped
participants, who often did not get much access to employer-provided training,
to gain the confidence to deal with the rapid pace of change experienced in
most public sector workplaces. An important feature of the R2L courses has been
their focus on personal development – enabling students to discover and manipulate
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information in new ways and evaluate it critically. This increases the self-confidence
of students and their ability to progress to further learning. UNISON has a carefully
tiered system of opportunities provided by its Open College. Students have also
progressed onto other employer-provided opportunities such as NVQs. It has been a
principle of the partnership courses that the course should take part in work time with
students doing assignments in their own time. This means there are some potential
difficulties in attracting people onto the courses, which need to be monitored and
tackled where they arise.
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Business in the community

Business in the Community sees is a clear connection between the health and
profitability of a company and the general well being of the community in which it
does business.  It is in the interests of the business to operate in communities where
there are good schools and where people live in a healthy, sustaining environment.
The needs of some communities present problems, which cannot be solved by
governments alone. The skills and resources of the private sector can provide the
impetus to help many of these communities.

Scottish Power Learning
ScottishPower is deeply committed to the principle of lifelong learning.
ScottishPower Learning, offers a wealth of opportunities for learning to people who
live in the communities served across the UK.  ScottishPower Learning, an extension
of the company's Open Learning programme, offers employees and their families
access to around 1,000 learning programmes.  ScottishPower Learning has used its
skills and resources to create learning opportunities for people in the communities
they serve, particularly in areas of economic deprivation. Open Learning was
launched in 1993 as part of the company's commitment to lifelong learning for
employees and their families.  This programme offers easy access to more than 1,000
job-related and personal development courses ranging from computing, finance and
management, to technical subjects, customer service and languages.  The "blended"
learning solutions on offer provide supported study at Open Learning Centres and
through classroom-based and vocational training, while self-study options are
available via Learning Access Points, and desk and home-based e-learning. In
addition, access is extended to retirees, employees' families and to selected
community groups near our Open Learning Centres.

Barclays Bank: People with disabilities
2001 saw Barclays make major new commitments to two new projects for disabled
people. They committed £1.69 million over three years to an exciting new project
with the RNID: Together IT Works. This project is developing a fully accredited IT
training course for deaf people, who have one of the highest rates of unemployment in
the UK. The course will help the deaf and hard of hearing gain the IT skills they need
to compete in the job market. Funding will help secure the expertise needed to
develop training techniques, as well as specialised software and training materials.
Barclays are also providing £1.29 million over three years from 2001 to the Royal
National Institute for the Blind (RNIB) to set up Talk & Support. This is a telephone
support and counselling service for newly registered blind and partially-sighted
people, offering practical advice and friendship through this difficult period in their
lives.
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Transco Green Futures
This dynamic partnership between Groundwork Trust and Transco, has led to almost
500 of the most socially excluded young people looking forward to a decent future.
The programme was initiated jointly by Groundwork and Lattice who saw that
locally-based, environmental regeneration work that improved the employment
prospects of some of the most socially excluded young people in the country would
have enormous social, economic and political interest.  Participants are paid an
average of £120 a week and trained up to NVQ Level 2. They work on a range of
initiatives, including landscaping and horticulture, energy efficiency and
product/waste recycling.  The programme helps participants find permanent
employment. Lattice and Transco’s £1 million cash investment, plus the considerable
time and resources spent by their employees, has helped to lever in to the programme
overall an additional £14 million in EU and other Government grants, as well as other
private sector investment.   Supported by the Lattice Foundation, Transco Green
Futures is a three-year programme launched by the Prime Minister in 1999. Its
primary purpose is to enhance the performance of the Environment Task Force (ETF)
option of the New Deal for unemployed 18-24 year olds.   The partnership highlights
the capacity of socially responsible employers to support public policy objectives and
deliver business goals and wider community benefits.

ICL: Cyberskills
CyberSkills is the name of the ICL programme that addresses IT exclusion by
providing access to, and practical experience of, Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) in the community. The programme provides workshops that
demonstrate the potential benefits of using such technologies as Internet, e-mail,
video and data conferencing to individuals, who need no previous knowledge or
experience. CyberSkills is now recognised as a proven engagement model for
enhancing both individual employability and community regeneration, as well as
demonstrating how IT can help promote social inclusion.  ICL helped the first centre,
South Bristol Learning Network (SBLN) established in 1993, by providing office
space, technology and advice and guidance. Combined with a DfEE Training and
Enterprise Councils (TEC) Challenge Grant, this enabled, initially, 55 long-term
unemployed to learn IT skills; 25 of whom were able to gain permanent employment
as a direct result.  Over 100,000 people have now benefited from attending
CyberSkills workshops, and a majority have gone on to develop new skills to enter
employment, advance their education or career, improve the competitiveness of their
companies, or simply enhance the quality of their lives. The number of CyberSkills
Centres and Satellites (outreach centres) from which the workshops are run has
grown, since 1993, to nearly one hundred.
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The Prison Service

Recent Prison Service initiatives will be built upon so that, over time and as resources
permit, prison education and training is delivered coherently to raise standards of
achievement amongst the least well qualified and to promote progression to higher
skills at all levels. The primary aim must be to ensure that more prisoners are
equipped with the relevant skills and qualifications for work but learning which
promotes the individual’s personal development will remain an important part of the
curriculum. The Prison Service will integrate the delivery of education and training
provision with that of libraries, vocational training and industry workshops, and
physical education to provide new opportunities to extend the scope and motivation
for prisoners to gain a wide range of relevant skills. They aim to build on existing
links with the voluntary sector and with business and industry to provide further
opportunities to enhance learning and skills programmes and access to work.

Prison Service and Employment Service: training women for work at Low Newton
Low Newton womens' prison is situated near Durham, an area of high unemployment.
The majority of the prisoners have poor levels of skills and qualifications and many of
them have never worked. A growing area of employment in the region is the
development of call centres. The prison education department works closely with the
local Employment Service and aims to train women for employment when they leave
the prison. A tutor with extensive experience of managing call centres has
successfully run a course, accredited by City and Guilds, leading to an NVQ in Call
Centre Operations. A number of women prisoners have attained qualifications and
obtained work in local call centres after release.

Employment Service, Prison Service and Probation Service: Welfare to Work in
prison
The Prison Service is a partner in the Government’s Welfare to Work initiative, which
aims to help long-term unemployed 18 – 24 year olds into work. Twelve prisons,
including Glen Parva in partnership with Matthew Boulton further education college,
are participating in a pilot to improve the employability of young prisoners, for
example by gaining maximum benefit from the New Deal Gateway programme on
release. Over 1,500 prisoners have completed the programme so far gaining an
average of 6 certificates each, with three quarters having pre-arranged Job Centre
interviews before release.
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Sector Groups

Across Wales there are dozens of sector based groups, some who are part of the
Sector Skills network and others organised on a different basis.  Agriculture is one
sector that has a long history of community cohesion and shared goals.

LANTRA
Throughout the UK there are around 400 training providers registered with Lantra,
ranging from individuals and small private companies to local colleges and higher
education institutions.   The SAFFRON WALDEN TRAINING GROUP is a typical
example.  The Group runs various training courses mainly for local rural industries in
North West Essex and South Cambridgeshire.  It has over 50 members involved in a
wide range of rural activities.  The Group also offers training to non-members and all
courses can be arranged at the workplace or at other local venues.

The National Federation of Young Farmers’ Clubs (NFYFC)
YFCs are run by members for members and provide young people with a unique
opportunity to enjoy a dynamic social life, develop skills, get involved with the local
community, travel abroad and take part in a wide range of competitions at county,
regional and national level, including sports, crafts and life skills.  YFC training
courses fall into the following categories:

Conservation skills
Countryside skills
Decorative Arts skills
Entertainment skills
Home Craft skills
IT skills
Language skills
Personal Development skills
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Groundwork Trust

The first Groundwork Trust was established 21 years ago on Merseyside. There are
now more than 45 Trusts in the UK and a number of Groundwork projects in Eastern
Europe. The Groundwork approach has also been adopted in Japan and the USA
where the National Park Service is supporting a growing number of Trusts.

Many Trusts set up 'intermediate labour markets' which pay apprentices a wage while
they work on a wide range of activities from building new playgrounds to renovating
run-down houses. These help many people find permanent jobs and give others the
support they need to set up and run their own environmental businesses.

Wolverhampton
Groundwork is helping young unemployed people develop a new business selling
timber products made out of wood sourced from the Black Country Urban Forest as
part of a sustainable woodland management programme. Kickstart funding for the
business has been provided by the Youth Enterprise Initiative, a national partnership
between Groundwork and The Royal Bank of Scotland.
 

East Midlands and South Yorkshire
Long-term unemployed people in the coalfield communities of have been given jobs
with extra training and support as they work to improve and maintain their local
environment. Through a national partnership with Transco a number of the
participants have found permanent jobs as gas distribution operatives.
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Peer Education/Training

Peer tutoring is often used by voluntary organisations who are concerned with the
welfare of young people.  There are therefore many examples of young people
tutoring other young people.  However, the concept has also been used within
companies whereby adult employees are used to act as peer tutors or mentors to other
employees.

Rotherham Participation Project (part of The Children’s Society)
The project aims to develop young people’s key skills through training.  Once trained,
young people go on to train others and improve young people’s participation within
their communities.  Training aims to enable young people to deliver training to
organisations relating to young people’s participation and also equips young people
with people skills, experience and confidence.  Young people are encouraged to
become researchers, peer mentors and supporters.

Peer Education Environment contains a training programme that can be used or
adapted to equip young people in their role as peer education environment educators.
It also contains activities that peer educators can use to teach other young people
about environment issues. With YHA network members and local youth work
providers and national research and training programmes, UK Youth continues to
deliver and support high quality youth work and informal education to more than a
750,000 young people. The programmes, services and publications have successfully
reached young people in youth centres, schools, foster care, prisons and many other
formal and informal settings. Through the important process of informal learning
comes personal, social and career development.

Ability Online
This is a Canadian e-mail system that connects young people with disabilities or
chronic illness to disabled and non-disabled peers. The network helps to remove
barriers associated with a disability or illness by providing opportunities to form
friendships, build self-confidence, exchange information, and share hope and
encouragement through email messages. The network also provides disabled
youngsters and their families with up-to-date information on medical treatments,
educational strategies and employment opportunities through peer support.

Youth Mentors of Opaskwayak Cree Nation
These peer mentors, ages 18-24, are Aboriginal and all high school graduates. They
take Youth Mentor Training on their reserve. The goal of the training is to enable
them to act as youth counsellors for the newly built Youth Wilderness Camp. Some of
the year-round classes being taught are: traditional spirituality/medicines/foods, Cree
language, leadership, coaching, personal growth, counselling, and mentoring.
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Delaware Tech Peer Associates
Delaware Tech Peer Associates are trained second year students who help other
students succeed. Peer Associates help students adjust to college life and support the
professional counseling staff in educational related activities and programs.  This is a
two-year public community college of about 3500 students and there are typically 10
peer leaders. They receive a small ($300) bookstore scholarship per term for
contributing 60 hours of service back to the peer program (which is about 4 hours per
week). If a student is eligible for federal workstudy, their peer hours are compensated
through these funds and not the limited peer funds. Peers help to recruit other peers
and faculty recommendations are crucial to the recruitment and selection process.
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Princes Trust

Over 60,000 young people have improved their skills and job chances through
Volunteers courses.  The Trust targets people aged 14 to 30 who are unemployed, in
or leaving care, educational underachievers or ex-offenders.

Volunteers Programme
This 12 week course aims to develop the skills employers look for.  These skills
include team-building, job related skills, motivation and confidence.   The programme
consists of a one week residential course while the remainder of the time involves
project work in the community.  The programme is free and participants earn a
nationally recognised qualification.

Your football club
A long-term relationship with the FA Premier League, The Football Foundation and
the Professional Footballers' Association, gives access to the Volunteers programme,
a challenging 12-week personal development course.  Over 45 Premiership and
Nationwide football clubs are supporting the people and teams on the Volunteers
course, in different ways. Participants get the chance to have team meetings at club
grounds, undertake a work placement, meet a player or the manager, take a stadium
tour or attend a match, while learning key skills to help through life and into work.

Sound Live programme
This course builds talent, skills and confidence and gives the chances of working in
the music business.   The course is a 6 day residential aimed to develop musical
talents and gives a chance to work closely with professional musicians and others on
the course, building team and communication skills.   The course is aimed at UK
residents aged 16-25 who are unemployed and have at least a basic knowledge of an
instrument.
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The Voluntary Sector

The Welsh voluntary sector comprises of around 30,000 organisations, 1.8m
volunteers and 20,000 staff who are active in every community in Wales.

WCVA
WCVA is the voice of the voluntary sector in Wales representing and campaigning
for voluntary organisations, volunteers and communities in Wales.  WCVA has
successfully managed the New Deal 18 – 24 Voluntary Sector Option Contract for
Job Centre Plus for over 3 years.  Aims of the WCVA Voluntary Sector Placement
Provision include helping young people to gain an understanding of the role of the
voluntary sector within the community and update their skills.  A wide range of
organisations within the voluntary sector provide the 6-month New Deal work
experience placements and over 1,400 young people have passed through the WCVA
placement scheme. WCVA provides the ‘New Dealer’ with a wide choice of work
experience placements; they may be found working in a retail shop, as part of the
team for the Citizen’s Advice Bureau or part of Football in the Community to learn
soccer coaching skills. Other experiences include using ICT and animal care.

Rural Connect
Rural Connect aims to enable those economically inactive people living within rural
areas to have full access to the (local) labour market, by providing quality training and
real work experience opportunities in a diverse range of skills based on developing
the rural economy.  The project involves three partners: WCVA, National Trust and
Forest Enterprise who provide the management expertise and extensive rural
experience to deliver the project objectives. Rural Connect can offer a range of jobs
that involve skills development and training that are transferable to a wide range of
employers.  The opportunities are specifically open to those living in rural
communities because of the problems of rural isolation from job opportunities. The
opportunities provided are environmental or conservation based and include skills
ranging from administration & finance to the manual and practical skills needed for
all aspects of countryside management; horticulture and estate maintenance, land-
based skills, forestry and woodland management. An individual Placement Advisor
gives comprehensive support to the trainees.  Whilst on placement, the trainees are
employed by WCVA and receive a wage (national minimum wage); travel costs and
help with childcare are also available.

Poplar
The Poplar area of east London has been in gradual decline since the progressive
closure of the docks and other industries over the last 30 years.  A grant of over £230
million has been invested in the area to provide a new economic base and restore the
neighbourhood structure.  Part of this plan is to establish a community development
team with a director in each estate board.  These teams aim to build the capacity of
residents to participate in managing the area and learning new skills that should help
them to get a job.  The training provided in local centres is limited to basic skills
training which is delivered with help from the local FE college.  IT and English as a
second language courses are promoted to the ethnic community by the team by
leafleting, training fairs and knocking on doors.
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SWITCH- Cymru
The idea for Switch came about through a conversation between members of the Sikh
community and the Scarman Trust early in 2000. Community members were finding
all sorts of barriers stopping them being able to access learning opportunities
available mainly through computer links. Uniquely a number of communities agreed
to work together to find ways around the problem - problems also faced by the
homeless, some disabled people and travellers. Switch Cymru is made up of 16
community groups from South Cardiff including BVSN Wales Black Voluntary
Sector Network Wales, MEWN Cymru Minority Ethnic Women Network Cymru,
Bhatra Sikh Community and The Scarman Trust (Wales).

Switch Cymru is concentrating on tackling barriers to learning in the community.
Each community member has its own centre at which learning activities can take
place. They are especially keen to improve people's access to and familiarity with
computers at the same time. Each community centre has a small suite of computers
networked to a Switch website. Learners are assisted by trained volunteers at each site
who also provide long-term support.

Switch is working in close partnership with Cardiff ITEC who are providing free
short training courses at key Switch centres - the Somali and MEWN Cymru - with
more being developed at BAWSO, the Yemeni, the Sikh and the Bangladeshi
women's.  All the centres in the SWITCH project are offering learndirect. The courses
are modular, and divided into bite-sized chunks of learning ranging from IT, Business
& Management and Skills for Life (reading, writing and working with numbers).
Some courses are free, and there are lots that are very reasonably priced.

Women into Community Health (WICH)
The project was funded for three years by the National lottery Charities Board to
support disadvantaged women to achieve their communities potential for health.  The
Leeds based voluntary organisation, Womanise Health Matters bases the project work
on community development methods and includes training local women to be
community health activists or volunteers.  Training is offered to develop skills and
build confidence and includes women from all sectors of the community.   Groups
were set up using outreach and development work, building on local networks and
contacting women at schools, community centres, parent & toddler groups etc.  The
second stage of the project is to fund two paid workers from the Community Fund
grant.

Trimdon 2000
Trimdon 2000 Ltd was set up as a voluntary organisation to improve the quality of
life for people living in County Durham.  In addition to setting up Call Centres
Durham (an innovative community based company) and a community crèche the
specific aims are to:

Enhance employment prospects and skills of local people and therefore reduce
levels of disadvantage
Support residents in improving their capacity to generate and benefit from new
economic activity in the area
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Nine projects received funding from ERDF and ESF and were matched with private
sector funds.  A resource centre was created from redundant council owned bed-sit
accommodation that acted as a focal point.  This housed room for two community
businesses and community meeting rooms.  A Partnership Coordinator was put in post
to facilitate training initiatives and investigate further funding opportunities.  Training
is offered in environmental, building and land based skills, childcare and call centre
skills.  Call centre training involves vocational training in call centre work and
beneficiaries are guaranteed an interview for call centre work and are offered
progression routes to other customer based occupations.

The South Tyneside Accreditation Project
The aim of the project is to bring accredited learning opportunities to the population
of this deprived area of the country. The accreditation project came into being as a
result of a partnership between the Community Education Service and the South
Tyneside Federation of Community Associations.  In 1994 the accreditation project
started with the aim of gaining accreditation for the activities that go on in the
community centers and in voluntary organizations throughout the borough. It was
funded by Task Force South Tyneside, a Government Funding Agency, for a three-
year period starting in 1994 and ceased to be centrally-funded in March 1997. During
this three-year life it has had certain defined targets. These were:

• to assist providers of community education to adapt provision, securing
recognized qualifications for participants;
• to develop portfolio and other approaches to accredit prior learning and
experience;
• to provide accredited courses where none exists to stimulate local education
activities and develop sustainable educational opportunities;
• to encourage access and progression to South Tyneside College and other
accredited providers.

The project focuses specifically on community based and informal learning.  Centres
operate as a base for unemployed people to drop in and provide such facilities as a
woodwork shop, a fitted car maintenance bay, art and craft rooms, daily learning
support activities and a crèche, as well as hosting Workers’ Educational Association
(WEA) programmes and other events.

The project began to develop its own programmes of learning and put them forward to
Tyneside Open College Federation (TOCF) for accreditation.TOCF can award credits
at Entry Level or at Levels 1, 2 or 3, the numbered levels being roughly equivalent to
NVQ levels. A programme may have any number of credits attached to it, depending
on the total hours of “notional learning” involved. It is also possible for learners to be
exempt from some or all of the taught time if they can demonstrate that they already
have the required skills and knowledge from previous learning or experience.  The
project has gained recognition for 15 programmes through TOCF, ranging
from administration to reflexology, and including team skills, a residential community
enterprise programme for men, and a programme for tutor/assessors.  For instance,
Women’s Health in South Tyneside (WHIST) recently gained recognition for a
programme around assertiveness and confidence building. One centre has gained
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recognition for a programme in basic car maintenance and others are looking at such
varied matters as recognizing the achievement of people in keep fit.
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